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Information for professional users



The analysis and harmonization in the Information Field is not intended to 
cure, treat, mitigate, diagnose or prevent any disease or medical condition.  
It is intended to give the professional user the option, in a holistic context,  
to derive helpful information from findings from the Information Field. Each 
professional user should evaluate, based on their own experience, whether 
the application is useful in their practice. 

The terms used in the databases and modules do not constitute statements 
concerning their effects. Information from the TimeWaver system should 
always be critically questioned and, if necessary, verified with further 
procedures. The TimeWaver system should always be used within the scope 
of the user’s professional practice, license or certification and in accordance 
with the Instructions for Use and company-provided manual.

Notice



Stepping into New Dimensions with TimeWaver

The connections between wellbeing and wellness, 
the job, the family and life in general are stronger 
than we might think. Our psyche, our personal 
experiences and many seemingly invisible factors 
are having an effect on our lives and do not always 
make it easy to analyze the causes and harmonize 
imbalances.

TimeWaver technology analyzes these complex 
mechanisms in the Information Field* and shows 
you, based on user experience, what you can do to 
harmonize hidden imbalances in the Information 
Field. More than 2,000 professionals worldwide are 
using TimeWaver Information Field technology and 
frequency application*, and their number is 
steadily growing!

* Analysis in the Information Field is designed to 
search for the information patterns that contribute 
to the harmonization of the Information Field. For 
this purpose, a priority is assigned to contents 
such as descriptive sentences, arranged in lists, by 
evaluating the data of a physical noise generator. 
In our users’ experience, this priority reflects the 
relevance for the user. An analysis in the 
Information Field reflects a combination of factors 
at the time the analysis is done, including the 
intention of the user. An analysis at a different time 
may have a different result due to changes in the 
environmental variables.

TimeWaver has conducted non-blinded before/
after surveys in controlled and randomized groups 
of participants. These surveys suggest that the 
participants’ wellbeing was higher after the 
application. We attribute this to the harmonization 
of the Information Field, in which the life energy, 
also called chi (or qi) and prana, is meant to be 
brought back into flow. This has not been 
confirmed by independent studies.
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The Information Field: 

Exploring Deep Backgrounds

Information Field technology* is based on the 
theory that the essence and function of the 
Information Field can be purposefully applied by 
those who are familiar with it. It is about retrieving 
all the information about a person’s mind and 
body that is stored in the Information Field of the 
Earth and the Universe; the positive as well as the 
negative, the strengths as well as the weaknesses, 
the normalities as well as the abnormalities.

* Information Field technology is a proprietary 
technology of TimeWaver. It is based on the theory 
that the Information Field is the non-material area 
through which spirit and matter communicate. It 
reflects what we consider to be the spiritual 
meaning of life events. The existence of such a field 
is discussed in scientific literature.

The so-called Information Field is 
originally part of a unified field 
theory, formulated by German 
physicist Burkhard Heim (a student 
of Werner Heisenberg) in the late 
1970s. 

Heim had thereby pursued a task at 
which many renowned physicists, 
for example Albert Einstein or 
Stephen Hawking, had so far 
ultimately failed.
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TimeWaver is designed to analyze the deeper 
connections and backgrounds of mental and 
material imbalances and to harmonize them in the 
Information Field, be it in the field of wellness and 
wellbeing, sports, business or coaching.

Visualizing Hidden Backgrounds

* The content of the TimeWaver databases is based on the practical experience of the experts who created them. They have 
not been confirmed by independent studies.

A Wide Range of Applications

Depending on the area of application, 
we have developed integrative modules 
that are adapted to the requirements of 
the different professional groups.

Wellbeing 

Sports, fitness, wellness 

Mental Relaxation 

Pets 

Business 

Agriculture 

Building analysis 

Energetic stresses 

Coaching 

Systemic practice 

Insights on Every Level

TimeWaver analyzes different levels in the 
Information Field, which we believe in their  
entirety make up the human being. Not only the 
correlations with our being that are found in the 
Information Field, but also the energetic and 
informational levels are considered. User 
experience indicates that these are often closely 
interconnected and should ideally work together.

Imbalances 

Mental-spiritual level 

Systemic level 

Psychological level 

Information level 

Energetic level 

Frequency level 

Material processes 

Energetic imbalances*
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TimeWaver Pro Additional Modules*

Depending on the experience and application 
strategy of its users, the TimeWaver system can be 
extended by additional modules. These can be 
quickly and easily integrated into the application 
portfolio.

* The content of the TimeWaver modules is based 
on the practical experience of the experts who 
created them. They have not been confirmed by 
independent studies.

Quantum Physics  
and Depth Psychology 

A Holistic Approach

The idea for TimeWaver Information 
Field technology has its origins in both 
quantum physics, where close 
interactions between mental and 
material processes can be observed, as 
well as in depth psychology, especially 
the concept of the collective 
unconscious created by the Swiss 
psychiatrist C. G. Jung. These two 
approaches are interconnected and 
brought together in the TimeWaver 
system.

Coherence  
Module

Matrix 
Module

TimeLine  
Module

Meridians  
Module

Sound  
Module

MyTimeWaver  
Module

Energy Points  
Module

Cardio Module  
(HRV Analysis)

Coaching 
Module

GenoWave  
Module

Homeology  
Module

Aura  
Module
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Experience the world of TimeWaver

Online Presentation
Book your 

appointment now!

Seeing Means Understanding

TimeWaver Information Field 
technology can be understood by 

interested individuals and new users primarily 
through their own experience. 

A personal online presentation by an expert user 
representative will let you understand the 
TimeWaver systems, learn some interesting facts 
about their benefits for relationships, career, 
wellbeing etc. and maybe even experience the 
potential of their wide range of applications in your 
life and your business. 

In short: the perfect way to enrich your life and/or 
start your future work with TimeWaver!
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www.timewaver.com

© 2022 TimeWaver Home GmbH

All rights reserved. Any publication - especially on the 
internet -, electronic copying and reprint, also partially,  
is prohibited. Exceptions only with prior written approval  
by TimeWaver Home GmbH.

Disclaimer: Science does not acknowledge the existence of the Information Field, its 
analysis, harmonization and other importance due to the lack of scientific evidence. Use of 
TimeWaver products, programs or information is at the user’s own risk and subject to the 
user’s discretion and professional judgment. The TimeWaver companies specifically 
disclaim responsibility for user decisions related to the use of TimeWaver products or 
services that are outside the scope of the Instructions for Use and company-provided 
manual.
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